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IEiTRODUCTIOH

This work includes an investigation of nickel ammonia

ilexes and an analytical method for the det ition of

zirconiu ..

The first part is concerned with an investigation of nickel

ammonia complexes in solution, \-hon ammonia is added to a nickel

salt in solution a blue color is formed. As the ammonia concen-

tration is increased this color changes to violc . :iis indicates

the presence of different c . '..inch work has beon done

with these complexes both in and oiit of solution. There seems

to be disagreement as to just what complexes are -^resent. This

woi' undertaken to try to add to the knowledge of the complc:

in solution mainly by an extension of od of continuous

variations

.

The second part of ffeSj is concerned with an analytical

method for the determination of low concentrations of zirconiv.

•overal motkodc are available, but a better ono was sought. It

was known that ohtfaalio acid with zirconium ions causes a fine

precipitate. Therefore it was attempted to use this for a

.'bidimetric method of analysis and al30 to investigate a method

based on the spectrop .oto: :otric absorption of the phthalic acid

remaining in solution after precipitation of the zirconii: .



:;TCK£L AMOKLA G

History

.skel ammonia complexes are important because they can be

used for the colorlmetric analysis of nickel (1), (17). host of

the complexes have been prepared in the solid form. King et al

(l£) prepared the pentamidine nickel sulfate uonohydrate (brig

blue) and the hexamrdne nickel nitrate (blue violet). he also

noted the preparation of the tetracaine dihydrate of nickel sulfate.

King stated that ho believed that his wo: ported the work of

obhors in showing the non-existence of the totrommine nitrate

although the tetrammine had beon reporte .

Ephraim (9) investigated fee influence of anions on stability

and decided that nickel salts of strong acids made stronger nickel

onia complexes than weak acids, lie gave a list of a f

complexes and he included among them the hexammine and pentammine

nickel nitrate. The pentammine was the loss stable.

Bilta and Petkenlieuer (3) investigated ammonia compounds of

nickel halides. Ihey made curves comparing changes of conposition

with pressure, effects of temperature upon composition, and

changes of pressure with temperature. is procedure was to pass

ammonia over the —mini at different temperatures and pressures.

In this way he determined also the stability of the ammines. lie

found the hexammine (blue violet), the diammine (green), and the

monoammine (green) present. The stability of the compounds



increased with decreasing ammonl -

Blitz also calculated th© heats of solution and heats of

formation of different amine complexes. Im (0) had

previously calculated some heats of formation twlng the ption

that starting with the hexaaa&iine one ammonia was lost at a ti

thus giving a series of compounds with one to six ammonia* in

om» However Biltz (2) decided that th© assumption of clianges

by on© ammonia at a t." .3 unwarrented. Bilts stated

hexammine nickel bromide passes over into the d."_ lex

by increasing th mature, o takes placo within

a temperature interval of five degrees and therefore the existence

of a series of compounds with from one to si;: las was

robable

.

CI. J) summarized the work dono on the solid co :os

up to 192lj.. a listed many ammonia complexes, their mode of

preparation and properties. The only triammine in His list of

th© amines of the nickel halldes waa the fluoride. Tha others

were of six, two, and one ammonias. A coordination number of six

la usually associated with bivalent ions of metals with an ato .ic

volume of less than fourteen.

Solutions of the ammonia complexes have also boon investigated

by others. Hato (13) investigated the ammine co | ions of

nickel salts and the application to chemical analysis,

believed that nickel existed mostly as the tot me complex in

moderately concentrated ammonia. loissel et al (20) showed that

th© magnetic moment of nickel sulfate decreased by adding up to



six equivalents of aramoni ..

honowaloff (l6) found the relation between the strength of

aqueo'as solutions of aixionia and I
re3surc exorted at sixty

degrees. I-e showed that dissolved salts decreased this pressure

and used Henry's law to ahOTI tiiat four ammonias were present in

complex. Che change in conductivity of nlclcel sulfate \71en

la is added is also explained by the formations of such

comnound; . .e change in freezing point elevation due to t o

addition of salt can also be used to determine complexes.

son and IlcCrae (6) used extraction with chloroform to

measure the composition of coup .'.'.oxos asd it to nickel

ammonia sulfate. 2hey determined the amount of ammonia extracted

by 3h« jiown volume of an aqueous solution with a lenown

volume of chlorofor.i. She concentration of Haia 1st water

divided by the concentration in chloroform is constant. PVhen this

procedure was followed with nickel ia sulfate in the solution,

a higher value was ob [ for the constant. .aunt of

...lonia in co bination with the salt can be d. . j1

ammonia sulfate, he decided, Probably containes four ammonias.

Gensch (10) studied ammonia concentrations in complexes by

conduct I e titration: . 3tat .a can be

determined by conductimetric titration by titration with excess

hydrochloric acid and back titrating with sodi pIroxide.

js (23) found the stability constants of 3ome of the

complexes by assuming that there were only three ammonias present.

She determined the ammonia pressure above the solution and



sub3tracted this from the total ammonia to give the combined

ansnonia and from these the constants could bo calculated, Dorr

and Vosburgh (7) determined the instability constants of solutions

of the mono, di, and trlammine co:.r-lox, '4iey found the solubility

of silver iodate in -rater and ammonia solution and then in a

solution of nickel ion and ammonia. Ffcfl sj calculated

the concentration of free ammonia and the combined nitrate and

then calculated the constants, Oils work agrees with Bjerrum (ij.)

who decided that the ammonias added one at a time fro:: the mono-

:e hexammine complex. HJl work could just as

well have been intorpvetod this M . Hotols (13) also used about

the same method to show the ratio of nickel to ammonia to be 1

to 3.

Yatsimirskii and Grafova (?ij.) disagreed with Bjerrum's (Ij.)

statement that the ammonias are added one at a tine thus giving

six complexes. He showed that from thcr. toe -.1 data the

ItllillHillHllllli adds two ammonias to form the line instead of one

at a tine. He also calculated the entropies, change in free

energy, and enthalphy for those two compounds.

occ complexes have also been investigated spectrophoto-

motrically. St&Mftft et al (21) varied the concentration of a

solution of two ions and from the peak in the spectra the

composition of the o uad could be four. I . othod is now

called "continuous variations% It has been used by Job {}&)

on nickel ammonia complexes. However he used only one wave length

to measure the complex and therefore got inconclusive results



with nickel. He decided that :od was not a pliable if

siore than one complex wa3 present, Vosburgh and Cooper (22)

tried to apply this method to more thus one complex. f:oy | owed

that if the peak in the "continuous variations" shifted

different wave lengths then different complexes were present,

2hoy i.ioas .rod felon spectra of various ratios of the

comic ' -reagent to a fixed amount of the metallic ion. She

shift in v/avo length pftakg could be follov;od and a wave length

3 so that the other complexes would not I :, hhic

ve length vaa t on used for the "continuous variations" to find

the composition of tho c tried to use this d on

nickel ammonia complexes but stated that due to the instability

of the complexes no ositive results could be obtained,

Hethod

oviously stated Vosburgh and Cooper (J ivestigated

conploxco by preparing solutions of fixed concentrations of tho

metallic ion and varying tho ratios of the complex- or.t, They

tried to pick rave lengths to use to provo the co p-lexes resent

of continuous variations fro: '

'
:: octra

of these solutions so that the other complexes would not intorfer.

By c Lag the place where two curves intersected the extinction

coefficients would be equal and thus the higher complex would

not interfere, and tho rest of the complexes wore enougi lower in

their abnorbancies so they would not interfere either.



It was decided to A their work and 3ee if modifications

could be made which would enable ation of com loxes

'.eh aro largely dissociated, l.ickol nitrate MM found to have

i in absorbancy at 395", 720, and 1130 millimicrons

(Plate I). Annonia caused o length naudiaa to shift toward

shorter wave lengths (also shown in Plate I). :iddle p

was picked for most of the study since it had a fairly shai

peak. At the lower wave length the nitrate ion started to absorb.

For this run it v/as as sir ,at six ammonias v/as the ma:dUmxra

that combines with the nickel, and the literature supports thia.

absorbancy curve continued to shift i 8t& to the lower

wavo length; Increasing intil about a twelve to one

ratio WM reacho . ho continuous variations run 1 ade at wave

lengths picked accor to Vosburgh and Cooper *c od,

^loreforo it was decided to try to obtain the six to one complex

at £90, the five to one at 600, the four to one at 6l£, the three

to or. '30, I o to one at 6O0, and the one to one at 735

.limicrons. results were inconclusive and agreed therefore

with the statement of Vosburgh and Cooler.

•Phe method of Vosburgh and Cooper is based on the complexes

present being stable. ver with an unstable complex there

11 bo dissociation to givo other complexes -.ilibrium with •

It. absorption spectra of each solution made up for choosing

the wave length to use is, therefore, not one of a 3ingle co mlc .

It is also true that bocauso of the numerous c o:es present t

concentrations of the complexes represented by the different
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solutions can not be to bo equal. Therefore the inter-

section of the absorption curves has little chance of being that

where the extinction coefficients are equal.

It was then noticed that there seeded to be a continuous

shift in the wave lev. :_ to run ttt&Mt

at numerous wave lengths* It was hopad that several wave ha

would correspond in their paa^S an&j it war . if they

did, tliis would bo -roof for the existance of the corresponding •

complex. Shis was dc 1 several placea so .-,ol:. It

was decided to inv to this :c hirthor and the run

oated adding new vravo lengths vriorr jil

a series was obtained with a curve at avary five milllnicrons,

I wawa long re found to correspond to the couplex

3itions were not n ajjMMim'Ilt wit Vaabttrgh ai

Cooper's method.

I wa3 then sought ould give an Indication of

.it wave lengths could be used to indicate t'-;c co::-Ie::c &«

.Absorption spectra were run on solutions » a ants

of ::icl:cl and ..:;- 1 nuous

variations which would correspond to a ratio where a c ,x could

be present. After subatraction of tho nickel x©

curves obtained indicate

It was decided to attempt to verify the presence of 3cne of

the aawplaxea and also to try bo calculate stability constants

by naking saturation eurves. 9&S was done in t , irst,

maxiiaxna saturation curv ore made in . concentration of
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the nickel was kept constant and the ammonia varied. Headings

were made at several wave lengths, and it was hoped to pick up the

absorbc.ncy hie to one - >ratiori curvos

wore run* Eh* concentration of the nickel was varied and that

of the imeoli b constant. In tfcil it MM 9 ed to pick

up the lower C -xes.

-imental

, following stock solutions were JPtdl a CM iar

solution of %] 9 ..0, a three molar solution of aixooniun

nitrate, and a one molar solution of ammonium rydro^ide in three

molar ammonium nitrate. All had an ionic strength of three* All

solutions used were made from these. She Beckman

Spectrophotometer was used to determine the absorption curves.

It was connected to a .so t ^e temperature of the

cell compartment wa. t at about 23°C.

- absorp- of nickel was made on a solution of

one ml. of the nickel nitrate solution diluted to seven ml. with

the • solution. The absorption curves, with

-reasing ratios of ammonia, obtained from solutions

containing one ml. of .Ickol nitrate solution and one to six

. . of ammoni, ,.iiun nitrate solution, -ho solutions wore

diluted to seven ml. wit- onium nitrate and the absorption

jctra :;ade on them • I). Absorption spectra were obtained

also on ammonia and ammonium nitrate solutions, neither the
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-mia nor the arrconiun: nitrate int©inferred above lj.00 milllnicrons.

HHfljl below this range nitrate ion started absorbing r-^d went

to in at about ?. .irons. Huns v/ere also r.iado to

see if there was any difference in the absorbancy of nickel nitrate

and niche", nitrate with . 9 difference could be

detoc' m '" '' >efore it wa3 reasoned that

o complex is f< .. 0O*

Por the continuous variation not ten ml.

..olar nickel : ,o solution was used for the first point. I?or

ints loss and less 1 was used >re and more one

:ia-t!iroe molar * urn nitrate solution, inal

volume was he t constant at ten ml, until the solution of only

.onla-aranoniura niti'ate was reached. Headings were made at every

five millimicrons from 510 to 1$0 millicrons* A few sample runs

.;ing t i c taxes believed to b .-resent are shown in

.te II. ""ladings of a few wave lea I obtained near tho

tioii : -1 but; with le 1 ..tisfactory

reault. . I dotted X .. h on Plate II represent

the absorbancy of nickel nitrate dilut trate

which had no ammonia in it. '.This nickel was subs trr.cted from

that of the nickel plus ammonia to give the curve of the excess

absorbancy due only to the complex present ( lato III), The

series of curves obtained showed fairly well the ce »s present,

.ever to show a better relationship the peak absorbancies of the

curves at different wave lengths were plotted (i'late IV).

Plate V waa made by plotting wave lengths w. be ratio of



EX . v? P1A2E II

A continuous variations curve of solutions
containing olo fraction indicated of one molar

hydroxide in three molar to
solution and one ninv. .8 fraction of one molar
nickel nitrate. :Zio letters refer to the curves
with ammonia present and the primes to the absorb-
encies of t" ckol solution without ammonia

«

Th* wave lengths (uilli licrons ) indicated are:

A.

C. 620

. $30
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PLATE II

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

MOLE FRACTION AMMONIA



IOIJ OF PLATE III

Sm same continuous variations curves as in Plate
II the absorbancy of the n:ic!:el alono (straight lines
on Plate II) substr. the total absorbancy. Ihe
2.iole fractions ii jocI are of one molar ar..oniuri hydroxide
in three molar aaiaoniixn nitrate, and one minus this is the
mole fraction of ono molar niclcel nitrate.

Pe wave len .rid complexes the letters refer to
are:

A, 69f? monoaanine
. 6o0 diamine

620 tap me
.
D; 5>85 tetrammlne

5>30 saine



0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0

MOLE FRACTION AMMONIA



.'LATE IV

riot of . of the continou3 variations
t>lots at the dif_". .ve lengths with aboorbancy.
Start i. left si le the wave le: are
(nilliiaicrona ) 7$0, 735, 725, 715, 705 thon every
five on up. Star ; on the lov:or right sido they
are 510, f?20, • then ev 'ive on u .
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PLATS IV

1.2

1.0-

$ 0.8

z

| 0.6f-o
tom
< 0.4

02

J

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

MOLE FRACTION AMMONIA



0? .'LAuS V

lot of wave length with the ratio of lia

to nickel corrcs'noi: :a in the continuous
variations pic
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k

PLATE V

750
r

Pi

*

700
z
o
g 650

d 600
2

;V
550

III 11?
12 3 4 5 6

MOLES NH3/MOLE Ni

*



m - to nickel co jading to the peak3 of the continuous

variations plot,

Then absorbancy sped- a for* t" ,Io of la

to nickel that represented the complexes possible^ ?or le,

for the one to one complex five r.il, of ni nitrate were mix

v?ith . of sua .'onia-ar.uaoniutn nitrate solution and for the

tr;o to one complex 6*7 ml* of nickel nitrate ixed with 3.3

ril, oi? ::.Tnonia-a • :e solution etc. hesults are siiown

in the curves on late VI, She absorbancy of nickel ultra

solutions of the same concentrations as la solutions above

were subtracted a absorbancy of the fc jo give results

shown in ::iate V

.dninu . .iration curves wore run to find

and mirttlBCTB complexes present. ?or the aft

saturation curvos one ml. of the nickel nitrate solution v.

::ed with ono to nino nl. of o solution

and then diluted to ten : J.. -ionium nitrate solution. 2

absorbancies of these solutions were run at every five inillimicrons

fro- to 37% and i en fro to 700 millimicrons

.

suits of some of the runs are shown in i'lato VIII.

saturation curves one i/JL. of the one molar

monia-three s;olar araraonium nitrate solution was nixed with 0.1-

. nl. of ono molar nickel nitrate solution and absorbancy readings

taken at several wave lengths, he suits of one at 6fp0 and 3

millimicrons are shown in }
:lates IX and X. The straight li:

represent the absorbancy on nickel nitrate dili ted with solutions



EXPLAIIATI J VI

Absorbancy curve of each concentration used in
the method of continuous variations where the ma:
mt of each eostplax should occ\ . he numbers

correspond to the ratio of the :;:olos of anoonia to
nickel which gives the coi^le:: ould be at

The ml, actually used v;ere:

oer ral.
'

::03^2

1 5.0
2 . 3.3
3 " 2.;
k
5 1.6
O 1,1}.

ml. ,011

in 3

.

>.7

i

.P
0.

?
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C£
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CO<

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

PLATE VI

i
500 600 700 800

MILLIMICRONS
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EXPLAIIATIOi! 0? II

Absorption curves or each c tration used in
athod of continuous variation; _'o the com

>unt of each cov.i >le.: Id occ,^ (.late VI), ninus
absorbancy of niehel without at each

concentration and v/avo ltsgtfcu
2ht Ugain correspond to -.itio of the

raoles of anrnonia to the noles of nichei • ich ^ivos
the complex aid be at aaiinrum in its concen-
tration here. The actual volumes used are the sane
as in ] late VI,



PLATE VII

25

o
< 0.6
CO
or
o
£0.4
<

1 1 i

550 600 650 700
MILLIMICRONS



EXPLASATIOH OP PLATS VIII

Maximum saturation ciirvos on solutions containing
one ml. of one r.iolar nickel nitrate and varying ratios
of one molar ammonia in three molar nitrate
solution diluted to ten nl. with tl olr.r ammonium
nitrate.

-hose were at wave lengths (millimicrons )

l

A. £00
B. 620
C. #l0
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PLATE VIII

t

>- 0.6
o
<

JG)^ 1

*»

g 0.4

o
CO

S 0.2 —CD ^^ ~f*

r
^o^<> C

-

¥c*r°\
1 1 1 1

2 4 6 8 10

MOLES NH3 /MOLES Ni

•
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containing no -ia an substracted t She initial results

to obtain the lower ones.

A little 3 done alec &***« Hi11 Mi oxidized

?ocipitate . Variable

Is nickclic kS corre3pc:

to -its dosirec nous 1 -ions rm .".is solved

in mts of ajamosd ate solution.- She

:ul':s indicated at loast the hi line eoaaplax* 2hi a? le

solution sc- to be easier to for it Hi1 - i11 so its

^able. It was as i-11

st ."i
1 -- when dissolved. Absorption curves and polarogra

did not see:;; to indicate any difference between the two.

Discussion

.11 the curves obta xcordinr; to fc

aothod of continuous variations were plotted (Plate IV) the peak

could bo followed as the co.ipler.cs shifted. V5ierev

scveral occ at the same concentration ratio this was taken to

indicate that a complex \. 'osent. oIIov/l::;; the curve a shift

ia seen to take place up to about 0*5>£« '-"his would correspond

jejgr to the one to one coaiplex should be at 0»£«

I next st:. ortion ia at 6 J.;, which corresponds to the two

to one complex at 6.7. Then the peaks tend to straighten out at

7.3 (three to one is at 7#J>) and now c m the curve at 3,0

(four to one is at 0.0). Coiains further do :t is so
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aligL- oaaiblf bi tell if the five to one -ox

la preaont or o»t« Seward the bottom the curve definitely tenda

,..-.._ghten ouv at . . ads to the six uo ,ne

lie curve rises at first because the complexes

more amuonias have a higher absorption than those wit lesser

mnta« he curve floall) _alla because the higher the complex

v. BMttbod of continuous variations the leas coi.^ -t is,

and thia effect lly ov creased absoi- .e

gher complexes.

In regard to the pi irave le. - .- ratio of aanaonia

to nickel coi xiding to the peaks of b sinuous x -ions

curves (i'late V) much the same results are indicated us in ilate

.ont is made be possible confusion

.he Inn of the graph on Pitt* IV is eli od.

Also this method exaggerates the presence of the higher complexes

which were previously hard to determine. ,
.ethod ars

tat the pentatrBTiine complex is alsv. Mfefc

. • plot.. • absorbancy gp*6t*a a£ the c js

liavlng c mi the of coa ua

variations will be considered. Plat* original plots

and -ots aftt, »! traction of the absorbancy

due to the nickel, mie plac I .-ancy of fche complexes

appears above fehs o^ i«r complex cu_ .ives aome indication of

the wave length at wliieh fehe different complexes are picked up.

J'or example tie hexammine complex looks like it sho uld bo picked

up from 5>00 to ?$Q millimicrons, I -ammine from 600-62p,



«?*T

67^ on* Shis was approximately the v/ay

it cane cut. The monoamine could not be picked up beyond 700

be Nsorbs her© lege than the nickel

solution alon. therefore tends to cause tho \ks to

.ft further to the left ftp ion of tkc ono to one

:

n
fcttfgf therefore, at what

vavo lei 'fferent lexes v;ill be at a xaaxirrm; in the

*& of ( is variations for dissociated corr;ler.es.

Son for an actual ck "nation of the complexes present

fe and Is to actually run continuous

iations -';ire series of wave lengths instead of trying

to out the :• ones according to the method just discussed.

By doing this the c xos present should be Indicated. For

nickel all nl:: complexes fro?" the mono trirough the hexammine were

lad J to bo present.

-'£ toe -n In the tod h the saturation curves.

ves (Plato re no breaks

cor-plc;- to another. An

atteript v be equil ons bants, but due to the

.sistont results could

not be ol '. 3 noticed though, at around a wave

the sum Is 3till incre at a ratio of nine

c nickel* La probably would be the unstable

Ln« being forced, At around $80 the curve Li flat on to

at a ratio of eight las to one nickel. This curve is probably

due mainly to .it about 620 the curve reaches a



n at a ratio of to ono nickel, but then

absorption falls off wit" I 3 her concentrations of ammonia showing

that another, is being foiled at its expense* This

eot&d se*respond to the triammin- . 11 'ions between these

fcyj re foun-.

ion curves (Plates XX. and X) absorptions

at t Iffl lower absorbancy peaks of nickel. It

hoped that t" -her aba n for the lower co* ;ht

Hi ""-ore at the lower ware lengths. Actually tills turned out to

bo the case. In the 9U ' millimicrons after subtraction

of the nickel two fluctuations \?ere noted; one corresponded to

o to one complex and one to the one to one co: . The

m fluctuations occurred in the curve at 6£o millimicrons ezcept

fluctuations are loss and see;-; to be shifted to the right.

Cell corrections and constant temperature were used for these runs

and the fluctuations although slight were also supported by a

lie ate run. They were also supports*! by the determinations

at the other wave lengths, "ctu-lly one would bo more inclined

to escpect br like this with the lower complexes since they

arc supposed to be more stable. Thus the findings of the mono

and diamine nickel tomplex by the method o:
n
continuous variations

is supported by these saturation curves.
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fthoda for the d .tion - ..'eoniuia are

and varied. However the --est e ,s v/orlc was a method

for snail amounts of zircordu..-. ua

Green {11} deter j 0.275 aig* of zirconium oxide

coloriretrlcally -riv JnJ$ 1. jy the BiVQO&liai

aliiarin su"1

fee co:

Its (1 -ally.

Ihey precipitated the zircoi vy adding a stau..: -ite

solution. Shi concentration of the oupern —e

decrease?" -tion 99$ of glxfto&iisa present* die

eetrophotc 1 X .olybuj.-

ic acid 1 . Thi.. . can bo .

in the range of 1 ...

Purushottara and Raghava Rao (19) * it Dy precipl-

tatio- .lie acid and ignition to the oxide. _aoy found

that lie acid 1 ..dfiy selective for sirconiuu ia slightly

acid r.ed:1 .

act

It was known from Puruahotl jhava l,ao«s work (19)

that phthalic acid could be used a3 a reagent for precipitating
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zirconium. It was decid try to fir ' nstruraental method

of analysis to replace their gravimetric 3d. Pro method! were

developed, one turbidi. .otrlc usi: e inexpensive Bausch and

Zoxab colorimeter a:. •

(ftlng the

Bed-man ... . Speetro} :;r.

j->- .. It was I .1 that the proci- itr.tc foWfl

by heati.
. IS sirconyl chloride Ml very finely

divided and tended to stay Ion* r

.L
rr_lc

turbidiaetric method Tor small cone sireonlti .

The absorbancy of the turbid solution was met I on the Beckoan

Spectrop. j? to find what wave length to .It was found

lower the wave lea bhe greater* the optical density,

Therefore the lowest eeh and

Lonib Cij.30 ) was used to leasure the percent transnittancy at

various concentrations also the effect of variables.

eotrc . curve of the absorbancy of phthalio

acid ;avc length was 1 it was found that absorbancy

peaks were rt at ' millimicrons (Plate ::i). It

wee decided to attc ilar to that of Kiefer and

Bolts ( lij. ) but with lie acid instead of ate solution,

The amount of zirconium could be determined by the losn in

absorbancy of the phthalic acid due to its precipitation with the

zirconiiL . :. . . octro photometer was used to measure

the absorbancies. It was found that the absorbancy of the phthalic

acid was so great that a 1 concentration of phthalic acid had

to be used as a reference instead of a water blank in order to

^H



:io:: or plassb xi

Absorbancy curve for 0. of potaaaiua
hydrogon ->;ithalate in 100 ml, of 0,l£ II hydrochloric
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get satisfactory results for the unknown acid. Various concen-

trations v;ere made up and the zirconium precipitated from a hot

solution, centrifuged, the supernatant liquid decanted off and

its absorbancy measured after dilution, The solution had to be

fairly concentrated to start with to obtain a satisfactory preci -

itate. 'fhis -iiethod works for higher concentrations of zirconium.

Experimental

Turbidinetrie . Procedure. Solutions were made up containing

7 grams of 99*38 percent pure potassium hydrogen phthalato in a

liter of O.lj? IT hydrochloric acid and twenty grans of c.

ZrOCl2»3ll20 also in a liter of 0.l£ B hydrochloric acid. She

latter was used as a stock solution from which all other concen-

trations were made for the turbidinetrie and spe *to. .ctric

determinal ion. liluting with O.lf? 17 hydrochloric acid.

A series of solutions of from 0.1-2.0 grans per liter of

ZrOCl2*8ll20 in 0.15 I hydrochloric acid were made. rhis MOB

corresponds to 20-566 p.p.m. of zirconium. A beaker of boiling

water wa3 prepared. In the bottom of it a coil of wire was placed

to prevent corked test tubes placed in it from, touching the bottom

of the beaker and becoming too warm. The volume of the boiling

water was kept about constant. Ten ::1. of the phtkalie acid

solution was added to five ml. of the zirconium solution in a test

tube. The solution .as -..axed by invert!Dg the tube and then

lightly cor': placed in the beaker of boiling water. After
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about one minute of heatin a were firmly pushed into the

test tubos. This was to prevent evaporation of the solution which

would change the transmittancy. At dirst this evaporation caused

considerable variations in the readies. die solutions were

allowed to rsnsain in the beaker of boiling «a 'or a total tir.ie

of te: utes after which they \?&re placed in a beaker of cool

water. After cooling the solutions were shaken vigorously for

a few seconds to break Wfi any precipitate or settling that had

taken place and then allowed to stand about three or four minutes

to allow air bubbles to escape. Jlie solutions v;ere then placed

in a square cell of the Bausch and Locub Coloi -• \.i„i; a ij-30

millimicron filter and the percent transmittanco measured with

ter as a blank. A curve of the percent transmittanc© with

concentration of zirconium was plotted (Plate ::il).

Variables, dhe measurements of variables were made on

solutions of 0.2 grans of ZrCCl2»Sll20 per lit^r (57 p. p.m. of

zirconium). 'This seemed to be the best place on the curve for a

determination.

Several concentrations and ratios of phthalic acid solution

were used and the transmittancy was found to vary with changes

In the amount of phthalic acid. It was found that about a two to

one ratio of phthalic acid solution to zircon^l chloride solution

gave the lowest transmittancy. It war also true that the higher

the concentration of the stock phthalic acid the lower the trans-

mittancy. The concentration of notaosiu..: nydrogc_ malate used

was believed to bo the highest concentration that could be easily
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nade. This bad to be warned to get it into solution.

Sht effect of tine of boiling or. the tivuisnittancy is shown

{graphically in Plate XXII. It was found that the transi.-ittancy

decrease Idly at first but later becarie constant in about

ve nirutes. 2er. 5 sen as the boiling tine to

insure a cor-plete reaction. Although snail variations fron this

tine do not s o affect the results, this tine of boiling

should not be Increased to maintain a adb evaporation. V/'ith

continued heating a precipitate is usually formed. However a

constant value for the transmittal -cy was reached before the precip-

itate -;as formed so this does not affect the results.

ations nade us In- different order of mining showed

that this caused no variation* ^termination c- nade in which

the heated solutions were cooled by placing In water at 2?°C

3 30°C, but this did not affect the results cither. There also

seamed to be at variation due to the length o~ cooling as long

as a reasonably cool solution resulted.

2ho turbid solution also seened quite stable. Ho variations

in readings were noticed a half an hour after the cooled solutions

been shaken. However sone into Ions nay cause the

precipitate to settle out faster so it would be better to take the

readings a few minutes after shaking. If the solutions stand long

enough a precipitate will fori, "olutions were read and allowed

to stand overnight, This caused the precipitate to co | /n.

-ever when z up again the sane readings were obtained.

She final hydrochloric acid concentration of a 3olutic



: VJIOI; OP PLAICE XIII

ba of formation of turbidity for a $1 P*p*HM
solution of zireonin .
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led fron 0.1-0,3 H with no appreciable c' .0 readings.

Hydrochloric acid was us: co Puraahottaa and Raghava Rao {_

not at the phthalic ac: aon specific Tor zirconium in

acid. Since smaller concentrations of sireoni - vie

loyed a loos acid solution in the detc .If t

hydrochloric a. G too stroii tate will not form.

jsts on - 'feet of interfering iona were uade also with

the concentration of r; ' . (5'7 p.p.m. ). These tests

??ere made with one ml. of a solution of sirco: 've times the

strength of the concentration desired plus four ml. of I Inter-

fering ions, liio concentrations of the iapurities is lly

t of the four -. . fflb© results obtained are s" own in

Table 1.

Table 1. Iffeet of ferlng ions on the tui ric
determination of a Si p.p.m. solution of zirconium*

Compound used ! Calculations : Concentration at which
1

4 ; based on : no interference -.;as

|

»

: noted (p.p.m.)

.."i'u -i. CI 00
JJOO

MtoSOL

170, 1000
1

- n 600

3)2
•

A12 (s4J3 Al 300
V20<
?eCl3
Cr{ 1103)3

V 100
Pe 60
Cr $0

SnCl2 Sn 10
1
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^ ,. e„^ „ ..-.,-. .w-^-_c . . rocedure. A solution of i'ive grams of

hydro alate In a liter of 0.1^ 8 hydrochloric

acid ado, A series of solutions were made from the stock

zirconyl chloride solution (20 grains ZarQClgtdS&Q per liter of

0.13' II IICl) containing from 1-20 graves ZrOCl2*8H20 per liter of

.
:

;rana of zirconium per liter).

. of the zirec solutions and five ml. of the

fcfoali* ae laced in l'i> ml. conical centrifuge

tubec. _-iose so.. ^_ui:;j ./ore mixed by inverting the tubes. She

tube;. i :ed and plac a beaker of boiling water.

p about a minute the corks were pushed in firmly to lessen

evaporation. solutions were allowed to heat for twenty

minutes. A ;• ;1 in about £-10 r.iinutos I continued

heating caused 11 to become more flocculent. 'fwenty minutes

seemed to be t mo for moat; of the solvations, however the

concentrations < i:>'-20 grams per liter of zirconyl chloride

required a longer heating period. In fact v.hen solutions of 20

fa? liter were heated over two hours the reaction was still

llifl J.;. Goi ons above 13' grams of airconyl ciiloride

(four grama of zirconium per liter) are therefore impractical and

inaccurate.

boiling the solutions were centrifuged for five minutes.

w34 cause the precipitate to be packed so firm that the

supernatant liquid can be decanted off without disturbing the

precipitate. \
?ive ml. of the decantate were placed in a ?£ ml.

volumetric flask and diluted to the mark with distilled water.
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Dilutions 73B.de with water and 0,l£ IT TICl gave the MM
absorbancy.

" on contain:".- .2 gwas of potasslun hydrogen

.late pw lit©3? v; de. -his solution, was placed in a

quartz cell in the 3 . . ectro- eter and used 'as

a reference. 35m absorbancies of the prepared, solutions were

read at 276 nillimicrons an" come- "or cell differences. A

curve results is plofefc«d on Plate XIV. VSien the

orbnncles of the prepare" solutions fell below that of the

reference thee t-e solutions were reverse" and the optical density

or :he reference was mtmrnM o unlcnown solutions as a

reference.

•iables. ITo variations were noted due to order of raizing

or in boiling tine as long as a flocculent precipitate was formed*

cvor lover acid concentration of the initial solution to

0,1 IT seoned to lower the absorbancy of the 1 solution,

"therefore the initial acid concentration should be kept constant.

irly high concentrations of solutions had to be used and

later diluted to cause a precipitate to form. 'Tore dilute

solutions were trie little or no precipitate ri fomed.

The effect of interfering ions :?as deter on the four

graus i^or' liter sirconyl chloride solution (1.13 gra^s of zirconium

per liter). Lhis seemed to be the moot Ideal place to study an

unknown. A solution for studying Interfc ' ions was made by

taking one ml. of a rrirconium solution of a concc Ion five

tines that desired and adding four ml. of fcha I v_-I;-.
~

Q



XIV

Spectrophotouetric determination of zirconivti
^lot at 276 nillir.ilcrons on the Beotooan S ectro-

otoueter with a reference solution of 0.2 grama
per liter of pota»«lun hydrogen phthalate shov/in^

decrease in the absorbancy of the lie
acid due to its precipitation with zirconium.
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;>n of the i >' bl mn 13 that of our nl,

-alts aire 3hown in Table 2.

ict of -, ions on the spec trophoto-
metrie determination of a solution of 1.13 gV*
per liter of zireoniu .

ound used ; Calcula' 3 : Concentration at which
based on : no interference was

1 noted (>/l.)

BftII03

:l

1:0 3
or

0.6
0.3

::i(::03}2

3% 0.01

Hi 0.6
Gr{ 1103)3
Al( 1103)3

Cr %$
Al 0.3

333.C12 3n 0.1
?eCl3 Fe 0,000

-J V . Kg

Ilext an Investigation of the composition of this precipitate

formed between zirconium and phthalic acid was made. A sample of

it was riade by heating a solution of 6 grans per liter of

Zr0Cl2«3il20 with a solution of 5 grans per liter of potassium

hydrogen phthalate nixed in the ratio of one to two .al, The

centrifuged precipitate was washed with 0.13> II IIC1 and dried at

room temperature in a calcium chloride de3icator. Another cam 1c

was dried at 100°C. The latter product did not look as nice, but

its results did not differ appreciably, uhen carbon hydrogen

analyses were run the results indicated 21.2 percent carbon, 3.2



i . - alum. Assumi. -tiple

oarbc;- . ound in Ll< rcentage

co- to l6 t 08| 29 hychv , -ous»

Sine-.. a q .ild acid

lij.»2 a tot. jiving a total oJ . crcent.

Apparently the r©3t o- mad is nade of oxygens or chlorides

e excess oodU toother .o of the

pre .at© was made usi-. i -iex» cone -ion of phthalic

acid, _l_i3 biiae the pro. ...t© was :aado by heating a solution

of 1 _ • _2C P«r ii^' • * a solution of 7 gam
of . hjp&VQgea t . late per lite-:. the ratio of

two to ten ul. ifc&fce was yellow. - first and

carbon hydrogen . -jon, _,. rcent

hydro . 1 ..nd 29 • 7 percc. rconiu, -. la would cor. ad to

16 carbon, 2 ;en, and . . .-soniuv. . .0 anount

of siroeniis rc< //ears to

be a mixture of uu &M#fe two aOBtpleacft&« m reasonable

that these could conta - lex v; >ne

phthalic acid and ft kx with fe rconia 3 one

phthalic ac. .

Discus3ion

1!hese methods seem to be very good for det^ ..'conium,

MM seems to b© little ot due to variable, b -3 analysis

can bo run in a short time*
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In the tur'. je occasional variations

fr not f as

probably due to s the rate of

boiling of ti . . lo

can be run . les run at the same time

always gave result* b ohec a ach other.-. variations

were with a proviou

Of the various ions added to the solution seened

to affoe Its, '-0 concent jn of the ic . 11

I to be con. bly greater t~ of the jstreonluai to cause

intorfer loi /-osent

at a higher concentration than indicated.

the transralttancy curve is ?lott

conce: ic obtain bout 125

. . . -.;oniuu. .1 concentration ra: ofore

up to this concentration '.'.- • cone tions

.give a 2a3 rcent accuracy. Of ten det: .tionn ..lade on a

concentration, of 57 • .a, of zirconium the avera :ount found

was 59* the average deviation was 1. . the max! felon hr,2 t

and the e deviation .
' ...

Det on by the Bpectrophotometerlc uct Ls not as

fast as the tvrb . jric method but gives satisfactory res-alts

in the higher concentration range* rent concentrations of

lie acid and different final dilutions were tried, but this

one used gave oat satisfactory results. rentage

is that in the 1 concentrations of zirconium the absorbancy
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is so ' ' repeated c - le on the readies

of order to obtain value,

cor.contrr.tic- ions can b< Lgher

'yon. ct of .nium

terfe: .ro;ih.oto..:etric

method than in the ic.

jit as good If nc -is of

det '

. ion I ation

between I . J on

in V" ..on in the turt ~c

1. her concentrations of : IS ions but

lower concc Ions of ferric ion and vane. allowed

in the spectrophotc

tro::ietric det ation curve ( hllov/ed

b - of ires

is therefore tl " rain c - -oal dc.tc. tion.

Act- lino did curv P» dilute

region (less than Q*5> gn. • liter of sire . )• Of ten

det tens on : concc . ? 1.13 S-'

liter the average aiioimt foun
.'

1.11, the :

deviation .
""'

', i , and fchs a ~rd

deviation . • liter. Qm accuracy of

otro hotonetric de" Ion is JDQT

d o tor linat ione

.
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1. The method of continuous variations has been extended

to include dissociated com le::os by using a series of wave

lengths, and the .results obtained were further clarified.

2. A study of ammonia complexes with nickel nitrate by the

improved method of continuous variations indicated the presence

of the complexes containing from one to six ammonias.

3. A study of the nickel ammonia complexes with saturation

curves indicated the mono and diammine complexes. Certain results

could not be obtained for the higher complexes.

Ij.. A turbidimetric method for determining zirconium was

developed using phthalic acid for a concentration range from 3-

12£ p. p.m. The method had an acc\iracy of 3 p.p.m., and foreign

ion3 or variable conditions caused little interference.

£. A spectrophotometry method for determining zirconium

was developed for a concentration range up to 2 grams per liter

with an accuracy of 0.03 grams per liter. The method used the

loss in absorbancy of Phthalic acid due to its precipitation

with zirconium.
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This 'ncludes an investigation of nickel ov.monia

complexes and also the use lie acid for determining

zirconiu .

The metliod of continuous variations v/£is used to study the

nickel ammonia conple::ec. -his had been tried before but with

little success because the technique used in selecting the wave

lengths was, in this case, in error. The accepted method for

selection of the wave lengths is dependent upon a .lot of absorb-

ables for solutions each with a constant concentration of nickel

but with varying concentrations of ammonia. 'The assumption is

then made that at the wave length where the absorbancy curves of

two of ^he solutions cross that the extinction coefficients of the

corresponding complexes are equal. This is not true for a disso-

ciated complex because the measured absorbancy i3 the sum of the

absorbancies of all the complexes in equilibrium with tho one

being determined. However by usinr the .1 of continuous

variations at a series of wave lengths the different complexes

could be identified. By this method all tho complexes with one

to six ammonias wore indicated to be present.

The complexes wei^e also investigated by determining saturation

curves. The curves obtained by using constant nickel but varying

ammonia were of little value because of the numerous complexes

present. However the curve obtained with constant ammonia but

varying nickel showed two breaks coi*rcopending to the mono and

diammine.

The analysis of zirconium with phthalic acid was investigated.



A turbidimetric method was developed using ZrOCl2»Oll20 and

potassium hydrogen phthalate. It «M four, it If a solution

containing 3-12^' . .m. of zirconium was added to ",thalic acid

and the solution heated, cooled, and t i a turbid sorption

was obtairo '. The transmlttaricy of this solution MM measured

with the Bausch and Lamb Colorineter. It was found that results

checked within 3 p.p.n* and there was no variation due to small

changes in the to , .mature, acid concentration,

order of mixing, or in length of time of standing. The concen-

tration .hallc acid affected the results some. Chloride,

sulfate, nit:\ate, ^anous, nickel, and aluminum ions caused

only small interferences. Larger but not bad interferences

were obtained with ferric and chronic ions and vanadium. Stannous

and fluoride ions wore tlie only ions that liad to be in smaller

concentration than the zirconium.

A spectro hotometric method v/as also developed m Jhe

Bee .otometor. This method can be uoed on solutions

containing up to two grams of zirconium per liter. To use this

method a mixture of solutions of hthalic acid and zirconium ions

was heated until there v/as complete precipitation. ho solutions

were centrifuged and the liquid portion diluted ani its absorbancy

measured. A known concentration of lie acid of 0.2 ;:. or

liter must be used as a reference. This method gives checks within

0,03 gm. per liter of zirconiv. .

Less Interfering Ions could be tolerated, in proportion to

the amount of zirconium present, than in the turbidimetrlc r.iethod



althoug: :ie allowable concentrations were about the cane.

'Titrate, chloride, manganous, nickel, chronic, and aluminum ions

caused little interference, A more concentrated solution of

stannous ions could be tolerated than in the turbi thod.

The tolerable allowance for the sulfate ic: still less and in

this respect differed from the turbidinetric -lethod. ferric i,

and vanadium could be present only in snail amounts.


